
TRUSTED ON ALL SEVEN CONTINENTS.



The Genesis LED packs 37 LumiLEDs LEDs into a comparatively compact frame for 
a driving light that pushes the limits of LED technology. Backed by 140W of power, 
a pair of Genesis LEDs reach out to produce usable light at over one kilometre and 
conquer the most demanding lighting needs. Halogen models also available.

BEAM DISTANCE (PER PAIR): 1 LUX @ 1119m  |  WATTAGE: 140W

GENESIS LED PROFESSIONAL EDITION

Striker and Blitz are the heavy hitters in the Lightforce range with outstanding 
performance and suitability for installation in tight locations. The Striker and 
Blitz models feature high output 100W Xenophot bulbs and a supremely efficient 
polycarbonate reflector system. They outperform and outlast bulky glass and metal 
competitors. Available in 12V and 24V full stop.

BEAM DISTANCE (PER PAIR): 1 LUX @ 875m / 994m  |  WATTAGE: 100W

STRIKER / BLITZ HALOGEN DRIVING LIGHTS

Lightforce continues to set the standard in LED technology with its industry-leading 
line of next-generation LED light bars. Our high-output LEDs offer uncompromising 
performance and unsurpassed durability backed by an industry-leading guarantee. 
Single- and dual-row models are available in sizes ranging from 10 to 40 inches.

SINGLE ROW: 30-100W  |  DUAL ROW: 60-500W

LED BARS SINGLE/DUAL ROW
Like the Genesis LED, the Venom LED breaks the rules of what LED driving lights 
can accomplish. The 150mm frame allows the Venom LED to fit locations and 
vehicles that can’t accommodate a bigger light, while the 75W power rating packs 
an impressive punch.

BEAM DISTANCE: 1 LUX @ 912m  |  WATTAGE: 75W

VENOM LED PROFESSIONAL EDITION

 5 DRIVING LIGHTS

Can’t decide between LED or HID? Get the HTX2 and experience the best of both. This 
powerful driving light surrounded has a 50W HID fast-start bulb surrounded by 80W of 
LEDs for unmatched performance and versatility. Independently switched three-mode 
operation provides complete control of short, mid-range and long-distance viewing. 
Who says you can’t have it all? Also available in 24V with Xtreme Top Stay Bracket.

BEAM DISTANCE: 1 LUX @ 1656m  |  WATTAGE: 50W HID + 80W LED

HTX2 DRIVING LIGHT
Australian designed and manufactured Striker LEDs have a stylish rectangular 
form factor for a cool look on any 4x4, SUV or ute. Features include 5000K colour 
temperature to minimise glare, superior shielding to reduce radio interference and 
IP68 / IP69K ingress protection. Each Professional Edition twin pack now includes a 
complete DIY Easy-fit Installation Kit with a Lightforce single switch 8 pin adaptor.

BEAM DISTANCE: 1 LUX @ 750m  |  WATTAGE: 60W

STRIKER LED PROFESSIONAL EDITION



ROK LED Utility Lights are diverse and adaptable, ideal for a wide range of applications including heavy equipment, mining, off-road vehicles and ATVs. Incredibly compact and 
guaranteed for 3 years. Models include ROK9 surface mounted light and ROK10, 20 and 40 watt. Different beam patterns such as flood, spot and ultra-flood models are available.

WATTAGE: 9W, 10W, 20W & 40W

ROK 9 / 10 / 20 / 40 LED UTILITY LIGHTS

 5 UTILITY LIGHTS 

 5 HANDHELD LIGHTS
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WIRING HARNESSESFILTERS ANTI-THEFT LOCKNUTS

New and improved 140mm LED now has superior light output. Models include variable 
power, white-red or infrared for use with night vision equipment. Internal Li-Ion batteries 
deliver a run time at full output of up to 4 hours or 18.5 hours with the optional clip-on 
Enforcer battery. Models include: IR, white to red and 4 colour versions 

BEAM DISTANCE: MAX @ 1 LUX 376m  |  WATTAGE: UP TO 10W

ENFORCER LED HANDHELD LIGHTS
The Lightforce range of halogen and HID handhelds are tested in the harshest 
environments. Ideally suited to the professional or recreational user, these lights 
offer superior performance and distance. Reflector sizes include 170mm and 
240mm. Focusable beam patterns offer complete control of your beam type. HID 
technology offers a whiter and brighter light with incredible distance. Models 
include Enforcer 50W and 70W HID. All modular filter compatible and Australian 
made. (Enforcer Halogen model is available as a variable power / dimmer option.)

WATTAGE: 50W and 70W HID

HID / HALOGEN HANDHELD LIGHTS



REPLACEMENT BULBS

TO SEE OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE VISIT: 
WWW.OPPOSITELOCK.CO.ZA

SWITCHESLED UPGRADE KITS
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RSC BUILDING •  30 INDUSTRY ROAD, CLAYVILLE, OLIFANTSFONTEIN  •  011 697-0086  •  OPPOSITELOCK.CO.ZA

SEE MORE
ADVENTURE.



WE ARE
LIGHTFORCE.
Whether camping in the wilderness, hunting a predator, pulling an all-nighter or off-roading
through rough terrain, we are there to light the way. Based in Australia, Lightforce equipment
is tested in one of the harshest environments in the world – a place filled with adventure
and opportunity. 

Lightforce started its journey in the1980s when Dr. Ray Dennis identified a need in the market
and thus designed a portable, lightweight light. Since then, we’ve built our global presence
by serving those who value performance, innovation and design.

Find us on
www.oppositelock.co.za


